
COCOCOLA BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT OVER PAST 5

Summary The objective of this research is to study and evaluate the changing business environment of Coca-Cola over
the past 5 years.

The political conditions of the country are also basis of the study, especially in internal markets and other
governmental changes that affects their ability to penetrate the developing and emerging markets that involves
the political and economic conditions. Protecting freshwater ecosystems is a top priority in WWF's work.
Technological efficiency ensures timely production and an efficient supply chain. Research in Organizational
Behavior, 27,  Revealing of fabric matters regarding the organization ought to be timely and balanced to make
sure that everyone the investors have access to info. The nature of Coca-Cola Company Coca Cola is that the
largest drinkable company of the planet and it provides customers with quite 5 hundred totally different
brands. Here I selected Coca-Cola Company as my choice. The fundamental company governance ideas that
Coca-Cola Company tries to stick square measure given below: Rights and equitable treatment of shareholders
Coca-Cola Company has to be compelled to respect the rights of shareholders and facilitate shareholders to
exercise those rights Dhir,  Pepper Snapple Group, Inc. We also gained worldwide value share in our industry.
Depending on these factors organization get competitive advantages on competitors. These issues potentially
impact their business and revenue. Coca Cola cannot ignore its importance particularly in the developing
markets. All of these factors can have a deep impact on business and profits of of the global brands. They will
create choices and drawback solve quickly and effectively. The Coca-Cola system operates on a neighborhood
scale in each country wherever they are doing business. However Coca-Cola is not the sort of company to live
in its past glories instead it looks to the future as a challenge and constantly seeks new markets and ways of
increasing its market share in areas where it currently has a strong presence. How did Coca-Cola grow from its
humble roots as a home-brewed Georgia-based patent medicine to be the international soft drink powerhouse
that it is today? Because it is very difficult to find proper data only from internet. From the above explanation
it is clearly seen that the economic factors involves a major impact in the behavior of the company during
various economic situations.


